The incidence of differentiated carcinoma thyroid as histopathologic surprise in FNAC proved benign thyroid nodules
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Abstract
Background: The main role of fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) lies in differentiating between a malignant and benign thyroid nodule. It greatly influences the treatment decision. The current study was undertaken to evaluate the cytology-histopathology correlation.

Materials and Methods: This is a retrospective study comparing cytology and corresponding histopathology report in 100 thyroid cases. The statistical analysis included false positive rate, false negative rate, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value and accuracy.

Results: The sensitivity of FNAC is 92% in the present study and false negative occurred in 8% cases. The incidence of histopathologic surprise (as differentiated carcinoma thyroid) in nodular thyroid is 8%. FNAC is a very powerful tool in the Preoperative investigator benign nodular- thyroid with a sensitivity of 92%. Male: Female ratio in patients presenting with histologic surprise is 1:7. Age group which shows maximum chance for harbouring histologic surprise is between 25-30 years. Solitary nodular thyroid shows maximum false negative in FNAC followed by MNG.
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Introduction
Thyroid disease constitute a major bulk of cases attending any general surgery department of which thyroid carcinomas constitute a group of tumors that show considerable variability in biological behaviour histological appearance and response to therapy. Thyroid nodule is a common clinical problem. It can be palpated in 5% of individuals during thyroid examination and can be detected in up to 60% of people who undergo thyroid ultrasound.¹² Most nodules are benign, but they are usually the first sign of thyroid cancer.¹³ Thyroid malignancies are rare, but its incidence has been increasing probably because of fairly accurate preoperative early detection. Most of them present as simple thyroid swelling very much similar to benign disease. Among the myriads of diseases affecting thyroid gland, 4-5%
are malignancies of which 90% are well differentiated cancers. Papillary carcinomas constitute 80-85% of these tumours.

Fine-needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) is an easy, cost-effective test for cancer diagnosis, and its use has markedly decreased the number of unnecessary thyroid surgeries. Although FNAC gives a preoperative diagnosis of malignancy with high sensitivity and specificity, few cases are missed in FNAC which are reported as histopathological surprise. This study is a sincere effort to find out the incidence of differentiated carcinoma thyroid as histological surprise in FNAC proved benign thyroid nodule.

Aims of the Study
1) To evaluate the incidence of differentiated carcinoma thyroid presenting as histological surprise in FNAC proved benign thyroid nodule.
2) To study the clinic-pathologic characteristics of patients presenting as histological surprise.
3) To assess the efficiency of FNAC as a preoperative diagnostic modality in the treatment of thyroid nodules.

Materials and Methods
This is a prospective observational study conducted at Government Medical College Thiruvananthapuram, in a one year period. Sample size was calculated as per statistical formula and was fixed at 100. The patients attending the surgical OPD with thyroid swellings were subjected to physical examination and then subjected to cytologic analysis using FNAC. In all cases FNAC was done first using a 23G needle followed by surgery and histopathological examination. All patients underwent surgery in our department and the histopathology report of the thyroid specimen studied.

Inclusion criteria
Only the cases from which adequate material for FNAC was obtained were included in the study. All the patients were above 13 years of age.

Only those patients who underwent thyroid surgery post FNAC

Exclusion criteria
Patients who have been referred with other causes of neck swelling
Age less than 13 years
Those patients who are not undergoing surgery.

After a detailed clinical examination along with making note of any doubtful sites on the thyroid gland the patient was investigated with a thyroid function test. After taking informed consent of the patient, the patient was subjected to the FNAC. Some of the smears were fixed in methanol and stained by Papanicolaou stain, the others were air dried and stained by May-Grunwald-Geimsa stain. No special stains were used.

Observations
Gender Distribution of cases
There were 91 females and 9 males in the study group (Figure 1)

Figure 1

Male : female ratio 1:10.11

Pre-Operative Diagnosis
Of the 100 cases studied 46 cases had a preoperative diagnosis of multinodular goitre, 42 had a diagnosis of solitary nodular thyroid, 8 were toxic goitre and 4 Graves disease. (Figure 2)
Figure 2 – Pre-Op Diagnosis

Surgical Procedure
Of the 100 cases – 42 underwent hemithyroidectomy and 58 underwent subtotal thyroidectomy. None had total / near total thyroidectomy. (Figure 3)

In our study our sensitivity of FNAC is 92%. False negative rate is 8%. Of the 100 cases 92 cases had a similar FNAC and HPR. Remaining 8 cases presented as histological surprise in these cases they presented as papillary carcinoma thyroid. There was no case of follicular carcinoma, medullary carcinoma or anaplastic carcinoma. So this study showed 8% chance of histologic surprise – making the sensitivity of FNAC 92%. (Figure 4)

Of the 8 cases of papillary carcinoma thyroid presenting as histologic surprise, 3 had associated thyroiditis, 4 were follicular variant of papillary carcinoma and 1 was poorly differentiated variety. (figure 5)

Of the 8 cases of papillary carcinoma thyroid presenting as histologic surprise, 3 had a preoperative diagnosis of multi nodular goiter, 4 had a diagnosis of solitary nodular thyroid and one was toxic goitre.

Male female ratio in histologic surprise
Of the 8 cases — there were 7 females and one male with male: female ratio of 1.7 (figure 6)
Age distribution of 8 cases presenting us histologic surprise maximum number of cases were seen between age group 25-30 years (Figure 7).

Discussion
The age and sex distributions of the patients in this study are similar to those reported by similar studies. In addition, the male to female ratio observed in this study for thyroid cancer (1:10.11) is in agreement with the fact that thyroid neoplasm is commoner among women.

In this study, 8% of the cases were malignant. This finding is similar to Murati et al., whose study reported a similar rate. FNAC is nowadays routinely performed for most cases of thyroid nodules. This has led to a reduction in the number of unnecessary surgeries and consequently to a rise in the percentage reported for malignancy.

The percentages we observed for papillary carcinoma is 100%, were higher compared to the figures reported in the previous studies on thyroid cancer.

Thyroid cancer comprises the bulk of the spectrum of endocrine malignancy. The preoperative diagnosis of malignancy can be done with FNAC which is having very high sensitivity. Although FNAC is very sensitive, there are a few cases of false negative results which are proved by histopathological examination. Many studies were done all over the world to find out the effectiveness of FNAC as a preoperative diagnostic tool- all studies have shown some percentage of false negative cases which were reported as histologic surprise in histopathologic reports.

FNAC diagnosis and histological diagnosis
The diagnostic accuracy of Correlation between FNAC diagnosis and final histological diagnosis was 88.8% in a study by Basolo et al. Same was demonstrated as 90.9% in a study by Agarwal S. Study by Islam had accuracy of 94.44% and Sengupta A and group had accuracy of 98.31%. In our study accuracy was 98.18%. In our study we correlated the cytological findings with HP findings for malignant lesions and found that the Sensitivity was 92%, and false negative rate was 8%

Although this is a study of a small group of patients the incidence of histopathologic suspires in a very serious issue in our day today practice- 8% in this case. FNAC is still the investigation of choice for the preoperative diagnosis- but the most common cause for false- negative diagnosis consisted of sub optimal material and under diagnosis of papillary carcinoma due to cystic degeneration.

Conclusion
- The incidence of histopathologic surprise (as differentiated carcinoma thyroid) in nodular thyroid is 8%.
- FNAC is a very powerful tool in the Preoperative investigator benign nodular-thyroid with a sensitivity of 92%.
- Male: Female ratio in patients presenting with histologic surprise is 1:7.
- Age group which shows maximum chance for harbouring histologic surprise is 25-30 years.
- Solitary nodular thyroid shows maximum false negative in FNAC followed by MNG.
- In this study only papillary carcinoma thyroid was obtained as histopathologic surprise.
- Of the total 8 cases of papillary carcinoma- 3 had associated thyroiditis, 4 cases
showed follicular variant and 1 case was poorly differentiated type.

- All patients undergoing lobectomy or hernithyroidectomy for Solitary Nodule Thyroid should be warned about the 8% chance of histopathologic surprise after obtaining hisiopathologic report.
- More work is needed in this held to improve the results of FNAC and thereby reducing the late or histopathologic surprise.
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